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Second Level Literacy 

Week Beginning 22nd February 
It’s a writing week in P 5-7! 

Write a creative story.   Watch the film: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                    https://clickv.ie/w/EK0p 

 

 

 

 

You have the opportunity to write a story of your 

choice. 

You should try to be original.  

Create a new character to write about or put your 

family in a new setting with a new problem or    

dilemma. 

Use the mountain planner on page 4 to firm up 

your story structure. 

Write a recount. 

A recount is the retelling or recounting of an event or a 

experience. Often based on the direct experience of the 

writer, the purpose is to tell what happened.  

 

Choose to either tell us about (recount) the best holi-

days you have ever been on or recount your family 

lockdown stories. 

Title:   Home or Away 

Write a persuasive letter. 

Laying it out formally write a persuasive letter to  a  

famous or influential person of your choice. 

Invite them to open the school gala day or take part in 

another school event. 

 

What information will you tell them about our school? 

 

How will you persuade them to come for the visit? 

SKILLS for writing - Cursive handwriting 

At second level you should be using joined writing 

in every piece of writing. 

Cursive Handwriting  skills sheets can be found on 

the blog. 

Call and collect if you need a set printed out.  

SKILLS for writing - Punctuation 

Practise selecting and using punctuation correctly 

before publishing your writing. 

Copy out the sentences on page 3 and put in the 

correct punctuation. 

You can email your sentences and get them 

marked to make sure you are accurate! 

SKILLS for writing - Connectives 

I don’t like apples, however they are good for my 

health. 

Practise using these connectives in quality sen-

tences and then use these connectives in your 

writing: 

unless               as  soon as                   rather than 

instead of                  although          while 

meanwhile            consequently 

 

Read over the Second Level writing checklist on page 2 before you 

get started. It is important to  include as many of the criteria in 

your writing a you can. 

You need to show these skills over the entire piece of writing—this 

is why you are asked to write between 250—350 words. 

Choose one of the pieces this week and email it to me or drop it in 

the school post box. I’ll give you feedback for improvement. 

SKILLS for writing -  SPELLING WORKOUT        

Reading and EPIC! - look at how other writers use language 

and build sentences; how they add detail to stories. 



 

Seen, saw                      did , done          etc. 

Using these criteria will support you to produce a 

high quality piece of writing. 

 

We’ve been working on interesting vocabulary in 

our home learning—look back and use some of the 

examples you worked on. 

 

A good way to remember when to use paragraphs 

is            TiP ToP 

Time - change paragraph when the time changes in 

your writing.  You are writing about breakfast. New 

paragraph when you are writing about lunch. 

Place - change paragraph when you change place 

in your writing.  You are writing about being in 

school. Change paragraph when you move to be-

ing at home. 

Topic - change paragraph when you change topic 

in your writing. You are writing about bees. Change 

paragraph when you are writing about butterflies. 

Person - change paragraph when you are writing 

about different people. You are writing about the 

teacher. Change paragraph when you are writing 

about police officer. 

 

Mix it Up!  Sentences are everything. Make some 

short. Start them differently. Connect them in the 

middle in order to make them longer. Use good 

punctuation.  

No punctuation = no sentence 



Punctuate these sentences correctly! 

 

mum cried your room looks like dogs dinner please should tidy it up  

  

sisters are annoying when they copy what you say mess up your room take your stuff without asking and tell on you for nothing 

 

the drone flew into the tree and exploded 

 

stop nagging nagged my dad  

 

haud yer tongue griped maw  I dinnae ken how yer teachers handle ye at schul.   

 

why are all teachers skilled at nagging 

 

can you pass me the glossy magazine the one with the shoes on the front cover so that I can use it to swot this fly 

 

it is useful to have the correct equipment for writing a sharp pencil a fluid pen plenty of paper or a computer with a built in spellchecker 

 

dogs run in circles 

 

the bees honey tasted delicious when spread on toast although it tasted even better on my brothers toast 

 




